OCHIN Epic Wisdom

Wisdom, Epic’s dental record module, integrates seamlessly with the OCHIN Epic EHR to combine a patient’s medical and dental information into a single record.

With one point of access, providers involved in a patient’s medical or dental care can view and update patient histories, problem lists, allergies, medications, and more—all in a single, integrated view—for better care coordination.

Key Features

Wisdom provides the following features to support the unique needs and workflows of clinics providing both medical and dental care:

- Tooth Charting Dental Navigator
- Integrated Shared Clinical Record and Health Maintenance Alerts
- Preventive Care
- Treatment Plans
- Imaging (MiPACS Dental integration; no new hardware required)
- Scheduling
- Dental Estimates and Pre-authorization
- Procedure Coding
- Claims and Billing (Cadence and Resolute integration)
- Provider and Patient Master Files

Why Switch to Wisdom?

OCHIN members who transition to Wisdom from other EDR systems see positive results.

Better Patient Care

Unifying a patient’s medical and dental information with Wisdom moves you toward a single, integrated patient record.

No Interface Required

The Wisdom navigator launches within OCHIN Epic based on the user’s department and security; no interface maintenance fees.

Decreased Monthly Cost

Transitioning from Dentrix to Wisdom typically decreases monthly service fees for dental.

Hardware Compatibility

Your current hardware is compatible with Wisdom; a full list of compatible hardware is available by request.

Ongoing OCHIN Support

Upgrades and enhancements to Wisdom are included in your membership, along with Help Desk support and monthly Dental workgroup participation.

GETTING STARTED

For more information, or to schedule a demo of OCHIN Epic Wisdom, please contact Kavon Wynia at wyniak@ochin.org or 503.943.2563.